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London, August 3rd 2016 – i.LEVEL Software (http://www.ilevelsoftware.co.uk), the European leader in
fashion wholesale software, is pleased to announce the launch of its new warehouse scanner.
Designed for warehouse stock management, the barcode scanner allows fashion brands to pick, pack and
dispatch quicker and more accurately across multi sales channels.
Developed solely for the fashion industry with a focus on helping brands manage stock better, the scanner
is based on Newland’s PT980-II, one of the most advanced scanners in the world.
A key feature of the scanner is that it can communicate wirelessly with the Internet, allowing instant
download of data. It also enables multiple jobs on the same device which can then be uploaded as account.
Other features include ‘scan by location customer orders’, ‘scan supplier orders on multiple
devices’ and ‘count scans’ which can be used for multiple different purposes.
Leif Roenn, CEO of i.LEVEL, says: “In today’s fast moving fashion environment where swift and
accurate delivery of customer orders is paramount, state-of-the-art barcode scanning is essential. Not
only will our warehouse barcode scanner make a significant difference to fashion brands processing large
scale warehouse orders, it’s also being launched at a very compelling price point.”
Roenn continues, “Our new warehouse scanner has consigned to history the outdated DOS scanners which
can’t connect to web services and has hauled fashion warehouse scanning into the modern era. About time
too!”
-ENDSFor further information or to request a demo please call 01234 761 757 (landline), 07931 381209 (mobile)
or email press@ilevelsoftware.co.uk

About i.LEVEL Software ltd
i.LEVEL Software was borne out of the vision of Leif Roenn, a fashion industry professional with 40
years’ experience. With a background in clothing production and wholesale fashion management, Leif
created i.LEVEL Software to bridge the gap between off-the-shelf fashion software solutions that
weren’t tailored to the fashion industry and expensive bespoke solutions that were out of reach to all
but the largest fashion brands.
i.LEVEL Software is now one of the UK’s leading fashion software solutions for clothing, textiles and
fashion accessories. Website: www.ilevelsoftware.co.uk (http://www.ilevelsoftware.co.uk)
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